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L, 28
R, 28
||z||LB

, see LB-norm

A(k, n), see Ackermann function
A2, see set of affine transformations
α(n), see inverse Ackermann function
Ackermann function, 46
atomic polynomial expression, 8

B, 63
B2, 63
BP , 63
bdB

δ (Q), see LB-δ-boundary
bi-monotone, 28

δ–critical translation, 33
clamped δF -path, 29
clamped δ̃F -path, 29
clamped path, see clamped δF -path,

clamped δ̃F -path
closed curve, 23
closed polygonal curve, 23
configuration, see h-configuration, v-

configuration
curve, 23

δ-neighborhood, 19
δ(P ), see detour
δP (X, Y ), see detour
δP (x, y), see detour
dLB

(x, y), see LB-distance
dP (x, y), see κ-straightness
ddiscr, see discrete metric

δF -path, 28
δF (P, Q), see Fréchet distance
δH(P, Q), see Hausdorff distance
δB
H(P, Q), see LB-Hausdorff distance

δ̃H(P, Q), see one-sided Hausdorff dis-
tance

δ̃B
H(P, Q), see one-sided LB-Hausdorff

distance
δ̃F -path, 28
δ̃F (P, Q), see weak Fréchet distance
∆-pattern, 61
Davenport-Schinzel sequence, 48
description complexity, 8
detour, 49
discrete metric, 7

Fδ(P, Q), see free space
Fréchet distance, 23
free space, 28
free space diagram, see free space

Hausdorff distance, 7
h-configuration, 33

inverse Ackermann function, 46

K1, see closed curve
κ-straight curve, see κ-straightness
κ-straightness, 43
K0, see curve

LB-δ-boundary, 63
LB-δ-neighborhood, 63
LB-Hausdorff distance, 61
LB-distance, 61
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LB-norm, 61
λs(n), see Davenport-Schinzel se-

quence

nhB
δ (Q), see LB-δ-neighborhood

nhδ(Q), see δ-neighborhood

Oε-notation, 2
one-sided LB-Hausdorff distance, 61
one-sided Hausdorff distance, 7

polygonal curve, 23
polynomial expression, 8

R(K, δ, T2), see reference points
R(K, δ, c, T ), see reference points
reference points, 38

δ–supercritical translation, 36
semialgebraic set, 8
set of affine transformations, 41
set of planar translations, 28

T δ
crit(c), see δ–critical translation

T2, see set of planar translations
T ′

crit
δ(c), see δ–supercritical transla-
tion

Tarski sentence, 18
translation space, 28

v-configuration, 33

weak Fréchet distance, 23


